[Combined treatment of stomach neoplasms].
The results of treatment of 394 patients with gastric cancer were analysed to compare the effectiveness of surgical and two variants of combined treatment (preoperative irradiation with intensive-concentrated IKK method and dynamic DFD dose-fractioning). The advantages of combined treatment over surgical treatment are demonstrated. The 3-year survival in the combined treatment is 70.2%, in surgical treatment 34.5 +/- 6.2%. The advantages of SDF preoperative irradiation over IKK irradiation are revealed, that is proved by the increase of the 3-year survival rate (76 vs. 56.7%), and decrease in the rate of recurrence from 50 to 27.3%. The addition of metronidazol leads to increase of anticancer effectiveness, that is proved with the examination of tumor pathomorphosis and the rates of survival.